
FAITH-BASED FACILITATION CASE STUDIES 
6: Using FBF to build mutual understanding 
 
Faith-Based Facilitation can be used in many ways to build deeper 
relationships. This case study highlights the use of theological 
reflection using the FBF process in relation to a major decision at a 
planning meeting. It shows how carefully relating such a decision to 
fundamental beliefs and values can have a significant effect on the 
facilitation and decision-making of such a meeting. 
 
As you read through this example, notice the skills and  
tools used by the facilitator. 
 
Step 1: The Issue 

 
There was unhappiness within the Salvation Army corps (church) on an island in South East Asia. There were 
rumours that Mr Stephen, who had joined the corps recently was misusing his membership and threatening to leave 
the corps if he wasn’t given financial help. His wife was a Muslim and, according to the rumour, he was planning to 
join her at the mosque if The Salvation Army didn’t help him. Even worse, some people were saying that he had told 
the landlord of the room the family lived in that The Salvation Army would pay the rent. These rumours gave rise to 
anger and frustration among corps members with some threatening to take the matter to the police. 
 
When corps officer Captain Esther heard about these rumours she immediately called a meeting of leaders to 
decide on the best response.  She was familiar with the Faith-Based Facilitation process and tools and decided that 
using it methodically in this situation might help to diffuse some of the anger. 
 
Step 2: Describe and Analyse 

 
In analysing the situation, Captain Esther began by establishing the difference between facts and rumours. It was 
agreed that ‘facts are things we know for certain; rumours are things that people have been saying, which may or 
may not be true.’ This distinction resulted in the following description: 
 
Facts: 

• Mr Stephen is a new member of the corps 

• He has recently stopped attending 

• His wife attends the mosque 

• Mr and Mrs Stephen and their baby live in a small rented room 

• They are a poor family with few friends in the neighbourhood 

• The baby has been unwell. 
 
Rumours: 

• Mr Stephen has been demanding help from The Salvation Army with his financial problems 

• He has threatened to leave the corps if he is not given this help 

• He has told his landlord that The Salvation Army will pay his rent 

• Mrs Stephen can be very aggressive. 
 
Step 3: Reflect and Evaluate 

 
Captain Esther knew that some of the leaders themselves believed the rumours and wanted Mr Stephen to be 
punished, so she carefully asked an exploring question (Tool 2.2). ‘If you were a visitor to our corps, and you only 
knew the facts about this couple, and had not heard any of the rumours, what would your response to such a 
couple be?’ There was ready agreement that the response would be one of care and concern. The leaders held a 
short time of prayer for the whole corps, and especially Mr and Mrs Stephen and their baby. Captain Esther then 
suggested moving on to other insights and reflections to build up an evaluation of and reflection on the difficulty. 
These included remembering Jesus’ compassion for the poor, the sick and the marginalised and his concern for 
children. Jesus’ response to people did not depend on their perceived worth or background, but on their humanity 
and their needs. Lepers, ‘sinners’, tax-collectors and all despised groups were treated with love and respect. Jesus 
was not afraid to take risks. 
 
As they reflected together on these basic truths of their faith Esther and the group of leaders had a ‘Kairos 
experience’.  From that moment, they knew in their hearts that the right response to Mr and Mrs Stephen was to 
approach them with love and compassion. The rumours and the anger should be set aside. 



  

Step 4: Decide and Plan 

 
Decision-making became easy in the light of this new perspective. It was readily agreed that a visit should be made 
to the family without any pre-judgement or pre-conceptions or hidden agenda. Instead, the purpose of the visit 
should be simply to see how the family were and to show care and acceptance. Some of the leaders, feeling anxious 
about rumours of Mrs Stephen’s aggression, felt that the visit should be made by at least two COs. However, 
Captain Esther was quite happy to go on her own. She felt that this would feel less threatening for Mr and Mrs 
Stephen and help the visit to be one of concern rather than confrontation. 
 
Step 5: Action 

 
Captain Esther felt that the atmosphere of rumours and anger about the family was unhelpful, and went to visit the 
family that same day.  She began by enquiring how they were, especially the baby, who was clearly unwell.  Mr and 
Mrs Stephen were very distressed about the baby, and she reflected this back to them (Tool 2.1.c) and gently 
explored with them possibilities for getting medical help. Eventually, it was Mr Stephen who opened up the subject 
of his Salvation Army membership. ‘I haven’t been attending worship at the corps lately”, he explained, “because I 
don’t really feel part of the fellowship. Somehow I feel that because I am married to a Muslim, and because we are 
so poor, I am not really accepted. I may be wrong,’ he added, ‘and it may be partly my own fears that keep me 
feeling shut out. We had to find somewhere to live and I can’t really afford the rent, so I told the landlord that I am 
a Salvation Army member and that I’m sure The Salvation Army will help out if I can’t pay. I feel guilty about that, 
but I didn’t know what else to do.’ Mrs Stephen – who according to the rumours, was the aggressive one – nursed 
her baby quietly as her husband was speaking. Captain Esther noticed that there were tears in her eyes. 
 
Captain Esther explained The Salvation Army’s position about the rent issue, and they talked through his financial 
difficulties. Captain Esther was able to make some helpful suggestions, but it was agreed that at the moment, the 
urgent matter was medical care for the baby. Her offer of help was readily accepted. She involved other corps 
members in helping with the baby’s care. This not only helped improve the child’s health, but also helped Mr 
Stephen to feel part of the fellowship again. 
 
Using the FBF process for a  second time – Steps 1, 2 and 3 
 
Captain Esther felt encouraged by the new situation (Step 1). Mr Stephen returned to regular attendance at the 
corps and most of the rumours had died down. He felt more part of the fellowship again and Captain Esther took 
care to encourage corps members in their support of the family. As well as healthcare for the baby, one of the 
leaders undertook to have regular meetings with the family to help them manage their money carefully, and put 
aside the rent money each week. When it came to describing and analysing the new situation (Step 2) Captain 
Esther was careful not to assume that all the problems were permanently solved. Further reflection and evaluation 
(Step 3) would be needed over the coming weeks and months to ensure that the positive changes remained in place 
and appropriate support continued. 
 
 
 

 
All the examples of people using the Faith-Based Facilitation process and tools are based on real-life situations and events. 
However, names and circumstances have been changed and details altered to preserve anonymity and to give readers clear 
examples of Faith Based Facilitation in action. 
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